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NSU Theatre's presentation of
William Shakespeare's romantic comedy,
A Midsummer Night's Dream, which tells
the story about several sets of lovers who
go through a series of hilarious events
and eventually return to each other, was
a great achievement for the theatre and
its members. The play was done perfectly
in every aspect.
The first thing that I noticed was the
set, and I thought that it looked like a rich
and magical forest. The dark colors and
the dim lights looked very good together
and gave the appearance of a fantasy
world. The trees were also realistic, and
they made the setting very believable.
The play was set in the 1920's
instead of the 17'h century, which made
the costumes very modern. The actors
wore suits and hats and the actresses
wore skirts, dresses and heek I also
enjoyed the fairy's costumes, which were
glistening and very bright. I felt that the
costumes were one of the str~ngestpoints
ofputting the play together, because they
managed to present Shakespeare's work
in a way that would appeal to the more
modern audience.
As for the acting, the best
performances came from Helena (Lauren
Butler), -Bottom (Colin Morgan)
and Puck (Marsha Garcia). Butler
managed to· really portray someone
who is desperate in love and sad that
the only man she loves is engaged
to someone else.. Puck, the loveable
fairy who gets everything wrong,
gave a great performance and was
very funny; Bottom, the aspiring_
actor who Puck turns into a donkey,
kept ine laughing throughout the
whole play. The dther actors were also
good, including Quince (Natalie
Solomon) Sriout (Elizabeth and
Titina Gist) and the scared lion (
Naida Alcime).
The NSU theatre did a great
job and-the eptire.production
was enjoyable. The:~t -and •. the
acting were excellent, and kept
me entertained. I can't wait to see
what else the members of the NSU
Theatre decide to put on and how
well they do it.
. .)
ISA invited all to celebrate Festival of Ligltlts
ByJany Cabezas
StaffWriter
Diwali, also known as the "Festival
of Lights" was celebrated on the night
of Nov. 3 in the Hull Auditorium of
the HPD Building. The Indian Student
Association gathered to put on this
event. Diwali was an organized event on
campus for celebrating the beginning of
the Hindu year and the symbolism of the
"row of lights" in Hindu religion.
To start the event off, the Indian
National' anthem was sung by Alfroza
Khan, and followed by the American
National Anthem by Nikita Maniar.
Once the introduction concluded, several
dancers emerged in groups or two or three,
synchronized in different Indian dances.
Among many, the dances were performed
by Jigna Shah, in unison with Poonam
Sejpal when they performed "Rang de
Mix." Some students preferred. a bit of
change to the traditional. "My favorite
performance was the Three Musketeers,"
said Shilpa Kailas, Freshman Biology
major. "Not only was it different, but
the little boys performed really well
together."
Following this performance, the
dances went from the traditional to
the more trendy; a fashion show took
place where clothes from India were
modeled by Supraja Kolluri, Anil Patel
and Krupa Patel, among others. This
deIJ10nstrated the different styles and
elegant dressing of the Indian culture.
"I thought the dresses were really
colorful" said an anonymous student,
"they were very lively and vibrant."
Finally, after various types of
dancing and styles, the program was
concluded with the packed Hull
Auditorium in sheer laughter. Every
seat enjoyed the "There's a Little Bit of
FOB-ness (fresh off the boat) in All of
Us" which was a sketch performance of
a high school scene, where the Indians
essentially poked fun at themselves
and foreign students in general. The
actors portrayed stereotypes with
think heavy accents.
"I really enjoyed the skit, it was
really funny," said Kailas.
Families and student~
alike got the opportuni
to relate on some level t
this type ofcomedy and
enjoy.. fashion
and food in the
.,
celebratio
Divya
Sadhwani
performing
to the song
'Pyaar Ayaa
Pyaar Ayaa'
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of lights presented by ISA's cultural
performances.
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Reduced Fare College Bus Pass
Broward County Transit (BCT) has a 31-Day Reduced Fare
College Bus Pass for only $16.00*. THAT'S HALF THE COST
OF THE REGULAR 31-DAY BUS PASS - A 50% SAVINGS!
THE REDUCED FARE COLLEGE BUS PASS:
• can be used for 31 consecutive days
• is a magnetic swipe card for easy use
• can be used to get to school, libraries, the beach, malls, movies, and more
THE COLLEGE BUS PASS IS FOR:
• Students attending Broward Community College (BCC), Florida Atlantic University (FAU), Florida
International University (FlU) and Nova S.outheastern University (NSU) ONLY
• and requires current student identification card at time of purchase
SOLD AT THE FOLLOWING BROWARD COUNTY LIBRARY LOCATIONS:
• Main Library 100 S. Andrews Avenue, Ft. Lauderdale
• North Regional Library 1100 Coconut Creek Blvd., Coconut Creek
• South Regional Library 7300 Pines Blvd., Pembroke Pines
• Southwest Regional Library 16835 Sheridan Street, Pembroke Pines
• Alvin Sherman Library (NSU) 3100 Ray Ferrero Jr., Blvd., Ft. Lauderdale
~~-
BIDXARD~""-- COUNTY
I~
Call Broward County Transit customer service at 954-357-8400, or go to www.broward.orglbctand click on "College Bus Pass".
*Reduced Fare College Bus Pass pilot program ends December 31,2006
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Saddam Sentenced to Death
u.s. Stand On Global Warming Draws Criticism
From the Editors ofE/The
Environmental MaMzine
Please See ELECTIONS
Page 4
org, Russia recently held a substantial
conference in which they discussed
adhering to the protocol and how it
would help increase the environmental
friendly technologies while decreasing
greenhouse gases. Many hope that
the U.S. will reconsider the Kyoto
protocol and give its provisions more
thought.
Enviornmentaldefense.org stated
that the U.S. is "slamming the door"
on debating this topic and that the
condition ofthe economy is the initial
priority of the industrW U.S, even
at the expense of the environment.
Other countries have opened their
doors to the Kyoto Protocol but the
U.S. remains steadfast on its position.
Iraq" and "Saddam Hussein will be
punished for his crimes," Rice said.
As to whether the verdict will incite
further violence in Iraq, the secretary
noted that Hussein "didn't do this to
Shiia, he didn't just do it to Kurds.
"There were an awful lot of Arabs and
Sunnis who also suffered at his hand."
President Bush hailed the verdict
as "a milestone in the Iraqi people's
effort to replace the rule of a tyrant
with the rule oflaw," reported The Age.
Republicans were hopeful the deCision
would bolster support in the midterm
elections, but Democrats dominated
by capturing both the House and the
Senate.
Appeal judges now hold
Hussein's fate and if they hold that
he be hanged, it will be carried olit
within 30 days after the final verdict
is delivered in January.
"You all ~ave honored me beyond
any measure that I could have ever
hoped or dreamed for tonight with
this resounding victory," Nelson told
supporters.
There may be a recount in the
race, however, due to several problems
with the voting machines in Sarasota
County that may have affected over
18,000 votes.
In a race for the U.S. House,
Republican incumbent Clay Shaw,
who was in line to be the next
Chairman of the House Ways and
Means Committee, lost his seat to
newcomer Democrat Ron Klein.
Shaw, a moderate who supported
the President on social security and
stem cell research, opposed offshore
drilling on the Florida coast and was an
active supporter in the fight to restore
Mubarak, .said that hanging Hussein
will only lead to further violence,
reported the Associated Press.
"Carrying out this verdict will
explode violence like waterfalls in
Iraq," he said. Hussein's execution "will
transform (Iraq) into blood pools and
lead to a deepening of the sectarian
and ethnic conflicts."
Mubarak's statement reflects
the "unease of many in the region at
seeing a former President tried and
sentenced," the report continued.
Other Arab leaders have remained
silent on the verdict.
U.S. Secretary of State
Condoleezza Rice told Fox News that
the judges, who were "going on under
the most difficult circumstances"
should be saluted and Iraqis should
be proud of completing the trial, "an
Iraqi process."
"The rule of law is strong in
Enviornmentaldefense.org, the U.S.
is still the world's leading producer of
greenhouse gases. Many believe that
the country's views on global warming
and the Kyoto Protocol will not change
during the Bush Administration.
Currently, the U.S. rejects
the Kyoto Protocol and obligatory
reductloiis in emissions of greenhouse
gaSd that scientists blame for global
warming. According to Forbes.com,
the chiefAmerican Delegate defended
the U.S. position as an industrial
country at the recent U.N. climate
conference.
The Kyoto Protocol is a global
warming treaty that about 180
c~untrieshavesignedorareconsidering.
According to Enviornmentaldefense.
acknowledged his defeat.
"Tonight we all come together as
one," Crist told his supporters. "No
group is above another. Each Floridian
will have a voice in all that we do and I
will serve every Floridian with all ofmy
heart." Crist reaffirmed his promises to
reduce property taxes and homeowners
insurance, to help reduce crime, and to
improve public education.
In the U.S. Senate, Republican
Congresswomen Katherine Harris
challenged popular .Democratic
incumbent Bill Nelson, much to the
dismay of the Republican Party.
Nelson largely ignored his
opponent and instead ran along
bipartisan lines. He vowed to prevent
offshore drilling near Florida's coast,
promised to work towards making
prescription drug coverage more
affordable and stressed the importance
of preventing Iran and North Korea·
from developing nuclear weapons.
By Shenita Ann McLean
StaffWriter
Those who have attended Quad
Thursday recently know that some
students have been rallying to inform
others at NSU about global warming,
the potential dangers it presents, and
how the output ofgreenhouse gases can
be decreased.
It is the opinion of some that the
industrial U.S. is one of the leaders in
producing the gases that are continually
damaging the ozone layer. According to
Forbes.com, the U.S. has decreases its
greenhouse gas output complared to
other countries and is restraining the
growth of global warming.
The U.S. is improving but
will not change its stand against
mandatory controls. According to
By Greg Kyriakakis
StaffWriter
After a lengthy and trying hearing,
former Iraqi dictator Saddam Hussein
has been sentenced to death by public
hanging for the torture and murder of
148 Dujail residents.
The Marion Chronicle Tribune
reported that Hussein ordered the
killings after some Dujail villagers
attempted to kill the leader as his
motorcade passed through in 1982.
Forty-eight hours after the verdict,
Hussein urged reconciliation, reported
The Guardian. "I calion all Iraqis, Arabs
and Kurds, to forgive, reconcile and
shake hands," the former leader said,
adding that the prophet Mohammed
and Jesus had forgiven their enemies.
Though many feel that the death
sentence is just, others warn that
the public fallout may cause further
problems. Egypt's President, Hosni
By 11:00 p.m. Tuesday night
on Nov. 7, Republican Charlie Crist
declared victory over Congressman
Jim Davis as the newly elected Florida
governor. Crist and running mate Jeff
Kottkamp are set to take over after
Governor Jeb Bush finishes his term in
office.
According to the Associated Press,
Crist won 52.6 percent of the vote,
compared to Davis's 44.7 percent.
Thought Crist was declared winner well
before the final votes were counted, he
did not begin to celebrate until Davis
By Tanya Parnes
StaffWriter
2006 Midterm Election Results
Crist Wins Florida
Governorship,
National Political
Landscape Shifts in
Favor of Democrats
the World
G.ghtc.."", ....
ders in Iraq, ilif terrorist
than expected" and that it had
troops, according to Reuters.
orts that three soldiers
For more information, visit www.cnn~com.
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Fire Safety Donkey
Translating important safety warnings into other languages can be
risky, especially when they instruct residents to escape house fires on their
donkeys. Sky News reported that a leaflet distributed in the Scottish region
of Urdu, which had been translated from English, improperly told citizens
how to escape a fire. "Never jump our of a window straight. Put yourself on
a donkey etc and come down," the instructions said. The mix-up occurred
when gadda, the word for cushion, was confused with gadha, the word for
donkey. Replacement fliers will soon be distributed.
Sorcerer Fails to Make Robber Invisible
An Iranian man who paid considerable money to a sorcerer for the power
of invisibility was startled when he attempted to rob a bank and customers
could see him. Metro.co.uk r~l?or~ed that the unide.ntified w()uld-be robber
entered a bank and started grabbing money fr~m customers" hands..Since
he was not actually invisible, bank patrons became angry by the thief and
overpowered him. "I made a mistake. I understand now what a big trick was
played on me," the no-so-invisibleman told the court. The imposter sorcerer
is still on the large and is currently being sought by Tehran police.
ELECTIONS
continued from page 3
CCNo group is above another.
Each Floridian will have a voice
in all that we do... JJ
Salesman Denied Sale, Steals Car
All Giovanny Martinez from Kirby Vacuums wanted was to sell a
family a carpet cleaning service. When the owners of a Freeport, NY, home
declined, Martinez was devastated. But not all was lost, according to the
Associated Press, because Martinez is a resourceful guy, he left the home
with a brand new car courtesy of the family. Nassau County police said
that the family left the keys near the door, enabling the stealthy salesman
to swipe them and leave with the car, which was not discovered missing by
the family for three hours. Martinez drove about until arrested and was then
charged with burglary and grand larceny.
Compiled by Greg Kyriakakis
Scientists Say: Flipper Can Walk
A dolphin adorned with the remnants of hind legs was req:ntly
discovered by fisherman in Japan's Wakayama province. According to the
Daily Mail, experts have long believed that the dolphin was an ancestor of
a "dog-like creature" that, millions of years ago, roamed about the earth.
Possibly a "freak mutation" caused by ocean pollution has once again
allowed for the display of the dolphin's leg, which are approximately the size
ofhuman hands. Heralded as an "unprecedented discovery" by the Institute
of Cetacean Research in Tokyo, the nine-foot long dolphin will undergo
DNA and x-ray testing.
the Everglades.
Klein greatly criticized Bush's
policies on the war in Iraq throughout
his campaign while Shaw quietly
stood by the commander in chief in -
support of his handling of the war,
which likely cost him the election.
'Tm too old to cry and it hurts
too much to laugh," Shaw told his
Republican staffers and supporters.
Democrats had much to celebrate
as they regained power over one of
the most Democratic counties in the
United States - Broward County.
"I think this is the most
successful election cycle in Broward
Democratic Party history. We ousted
three Republican incumbents, two
who were extremely strong," Broward
Democratic Party Chairman Mitch
Ceasar said in a Miami Herald report.
Ken Keechl won the Broward
County Commissioner position from
incumbent Jim Scott. "People of
Broward County are tired of being
overtaxed, tired of losing their green
space and beaches, and they wanted a
commissioner that will represent
them full time, not someone that
will use their office for political
gain," Keechl told supporters
following his election.
Martin David Karr ousted
Susan Goldstein for a Florida
House seat. Goldstein was elected
in 2004, but was greatly criticized
this election cycle for running
negative campaign ads. According
to the Sun-Sentinel, the voters of
Broward grew tired .of the ads,
which was evident in the election
results.
]hough Republicans were
vict.9rious in Florida this election
cycle, they incurred tremendous
losses on the national scale.
Both the Senate and Houses
of Representatives now have
Democratic majorities. The House
will soon appoint Nancy Pelosi
of California as Speaker and the
Senate will be led by Harry Reid
of Nevada as Majority leader.
New Co-ed Fraternity Comes to Campus
By Tanya Parnes
StaffWriter
NSU has introduced a brand new
co-ed fraternity to its campus this year
called Delta Epsilon Iota. This fraternity
is designed to connect students with
career planning by giving students
the chance to develop their goals for
the future by bringing in different
employers from the area, introducing
them to many different careers, and
helping them plan for their lives after
graduating college.
Gillie Stedding, a career consultant
in the Career Services department of
NSU, is very involved with the new
fraternity. She feels that this organization
is a great place for students to obtain
the professional development that they
would not ordinarily receive anywhere
else during their college careers.
"Undergraduate students don't
always see the advantage of career
services until their senior year," said
Stedding. "We find that students are
often looking for the opportunity to
develop themselves in college." She
added that this new organization is
a great way to help students organize
their career goals and gain a clearer
perspective on what they would like to
accomplish in their futures.
Students who have maintained
a minimum 3.3 GPA and have
completed at least thirty credit hours
at the university will be invited to
join this group. The invitations will
be sent out during the summer and
there will be an information session
at the beginning of the semester for
all interested students. Students must
submit their membership enrollment
form along with a $65 lifetime
membership fee in order to become
a part of this fraternity. The initiation
will take place shortly afterwards, and
parents, as well as local employers in
the area, will be invited to attend the
catered event.
In order to remain an active
member of the organization each
student will be required to earn
fifteen points during the course of the
semester. There are various ways to
earn these points including attending
meetings, participating in events,
helping to organize the career fair,
gettinginvolved in careerdevelopment,
mentoring and performing some
community service. Stedding is
hoping that fifty to seventy students
will accept their invitations to join
this organization in the spring during
the first ever initiation ceremony at
NSU.
Despite DEI's presentation
of itself as an "honor society," the
AssociationofCollegeHonorSocieties,
an organization that recognizes both
national and international honor
societies, does not recognize DEI
as an honor society. Students who
have further questions or concerns
please contact Gillie Stedding at
stedding@nova.edu.
Flight Deck Follies is Back at NSU /-~-
By Kristine Be1izaire
Distribution Manager
On Nov. 16, The Student Union
Board will be hosting Flight Deck
Follies, an annual male beauty pageant
at NSU.
At the event, male contestants
dress up as women to win a grand prize
of ten Miami Heat game tickets. The
participants will compete in different
categories, including formal wear and
talent. Judges will include last year's
winner, Rico Hernan, and Graduate
Assistant for Student Involvement at
NSU, Tricia Realbuto.
While the judges will be there to
give feed back to the contestants, the
audience members will ultimately get
to decide who should win the contest.
"Students should attend flight
deck follies because it is hilarious," said
Program Coordinator for SUB, Marisa
Mingus. "It is entertaining and students
can vote for their friends and enjoy free
food and drinks. It is also a great way to
bring the NSU community together."
All male studentswho are interested
in participating in the event can sign
up at the SUB office located on the
first floor of the University Center.
The event will be held in the
Flight Deck at 9 p.m., Nov. 16. It
is free to all members of the NSU
community. There will be free food
and raffies during the event.
PASATo
Hold Annual
Poetry Slam
By Shenita Ann McLean
StaffWriter
The Pan Mrican Student
Association will be hosting its annual
"Poetry Night" on Nov. 17 in the
Old Flight Deck at 7 p.m.
Poets who would like to
participate can contact President of
PASA Susie Gilot before Wednesday,
Nov. 27. There will be an Open Mic
segment of the show where all poets
are invited on a first come, first serve
basis.
Special guest Devin T.
Robinson X, from the one man
show "God Did Not Give Me HIV"
will make an appearance. Robinson
is a motivational speaker who is
also the president and founder of
the internationally known AIDS
Awareness Poets. There will be
free refreshments and plenty of
inspiration.
Everyone is encouraged to
attend and even participate. For
more information, contact Gilot at
gilot@nova.edu or John Ogunlade at
ogunlade@nova.edu.
100 Gates to Open at
Miniaci Center
Capstone project crosses cultural bounds,
raises money for charity
By Alisha VanHoose
Editor-in-Chief
When Michelle Rosenfarb traveled to
Israel in 1999, she had plans to study. What she
took <1 way from the trip was much more than a
month of education, and would turn into 100
Gates, the play being presented in a dramatic
reading at the Miniaci Center on Nov. 18.
The story revolves around MaIka, a young
Hasidic girl living in an Ultra Orthodox
region of Mea Shearim, Israel. Betrothed to a,
Talmudic scholar by her father, Malka pursues
a forbidden relationship with an ex-Haredi
soldier. What unfolds is a story of family and
cultural identity that the audience is certain to
identify with on some level.
"I grew up identifying myself as a Jew, but
I didn't know what that meant for me," said
Rosenfarb. "In exploring identity, I started
looking at religion a bit more ... I started
becoming fascinated with Ultra Orthodox
traditions at this point."
"The themes are not so much religious even
though we're looking at a Jewish population.
It's a matter of culture."
Still described by Rosenfarb as "very much
a work in progress," 100 Gates was started as
her capstone for the Interdisciplinary Arts
program.
"It's not just a capstone for me anymore,
she said. "I'm going to use this production as a
springboard ... I've found that this is obviously
what I want to be doing my whole life, and that
passion is what's been keeping me going right now
and what's beenkeeping me up nights."
100 Gates will begin at 8 p.m. on Nov. 18
in the Rose and Alfred Miniaci, Performing Arts
Center. Tickets are $10 for adults, $8 for seniors,
and $5 for students. DVD and VHS recordings
of the show will also be available for $10 and $6,
respectively. A portion of the proceeds from the
production will go to the Daniel Cantor Wultz
Foundation, which started after a Weston teen
was killed during a trip to Israel. The foundation
exists to fight terrorism through education, sports
initiatives aJl.d--service. For more information, visit
www.dcwfoundation.org.
Rosenfarb and the Spritual Life Council will
be at Quad Thursday on Nov. 16 to talk about
the production and give our free passes to NSU
students.
"I think that [the production] is a product of
NSU and a Nova education," said Rosenfarb. "I
would really be honored to have Nova's support."
For more information on the production, visit
www.tnyspace.com/l OOGates.
....................................................................
- . .
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Borat·OffendsKazakhstan, But
,
Entertains America'
By Stefani Rubino th· I dd th d f hI· f " " dA&EEd· -. at certam y a to e come y 0 _overw e mmg amount 0 ews. an
. ztor the film. Cohen does such a great· "ahs" during those 'particular scenes.
As a long time fan of "Da Ali G job of playing aforeigner that seems But, I guess in the long run, they
Show," I never thought in a' million to know absolutely nothing .. about were somewhat beneficial to the
years that Sacha Baron Cohen w~uld American culture that you would' whole film.
take one of his characters to the big think he came from .underneath a According' to various
screen. Obviously I was wrong, and rock somewherein Antarctica. entertainment news' sit~s, .Cohen's
last weekend his film Borat: Cultural Another great thing about the Borat has had such. an impact on .
Learnings ofAmericafor Make Benefit film is that. everything Cohen does the nation of Kazakhstan that they
Glorious Nation of Kazakhstan was (except for the scheduled interviews) actually invited him. over there to
released in the states. is completely improvised. Every see what the "real Kazakhstan was
Filmed in documentary style, piece of dialogue, every action, ap.d like." There is no word on whether
like the show, Borat embarks on a every moment he is on camera is or pot he's accepted the invitation
"tour" of the American south with all improvisation. But the film is but Kazakhstan' has, .recently,
hopes to get to California. to meet completely flawless, and' the laughs began putting ads on television to
his "dream girl" Pamela Anderson. never stop coming.. I swear, there is promote tourism of the country
For those who are not familiar with not a dull moment throughout the with the slogan "Come and see the
the concept of Borat, Cohen films whole movie and honestly, I can't say real Kazakhstan". ·All of this in an
himself as Borat interviewing .and that about a lot of comedies. effort to ensure Americans that the
talking to people who have no idea Ther~ were a lot of scenes that people of Kazakhstan aren't· poor,
that he's an actor and truly believe were pretty surprising and pretty don't disrespect womenall the time,
that he is from Kazakhstan. So Borat courageous of Cohen, including a and know about American .culture.
gets himself into many unfortUnate fully nude romp through a hotel I highly doubt that's going to boost
situations on rheway there~" ..' ~.. lobby and mort~ge brok~rsmeeting their tourism;· especially after this ga.y "fashio~istci»., to the, big screen
The best part dfthe"filitCis' 'irimt'll'O'telbiillroorti:Nott'o'mention fil ."as well. Let's face ir,'this man is a
obviouslJ: the .di~ogue:the, things the nude pi~~llres.~f:~isfa'l0rite son •..... lfonestly,. this is best comedy comedic geQius .. and. a '. wonderful
that '. C9~ensays •to people and '. the f{.o()eylewis_· that he sho'Ycift?an, Ihaveseell.s()Iar. this year .and I additioll<to.- American·coIIledy. J
responses back. :SOhl~ of~e people etiq~ette .. coach in Birmingham, hope that he .takes one. of his other can'twai~ to see what else he has'up
are awestricken by things he says, Alabama. I'm pretty sure everybody characters, Ali G (the very 'gh~tto his sleeves and see how many more
and .others .. have perfec-t .. r~poflses in the audience was giving an Englishman) or Bruno (the Austrian, people he can fool.
Catch a Fire is'a'Perfett~Catth'
:~,;' " " , . " , , - ' , ' ',.
ByS~Rubino
A&EEditor
For native Squth AfriCans.·during
most of the 1900's, apartheid was:lJl
unfair, unjust, and .intolerabkset of'
laws placed on thembywhiteEurope~s -
trying to controlthe land and its people:
The laws were· made out of sheer hate
for the people of .' South Africa., aQd .
they knew it. When',talking abPutthis .
subjeCt, there. is usually mentlonbf
Nelson Jvlandel~ •...... and ..... other. famouS
freedom, fighirs,butJ'IIl' stirettf?body
kno~s~hoPatrickGhamusso.is. . .•.
. ". Catch. a .Fire. brings' us· the story.'
of this 'IIlan~ alitile ·krt()wnherofrom
Mozambique; South. Africa.• The film
beginsonaverylightnotein the sum:me~
of1980 as the Chmussofamilyattends .... ..f. • •. ~'·'.>C .'
a'weddin~,butsdollt1l~talehecomes " ~\~a~~p~r-e~Luke)c«:elf!l),rab!sthtUossof a friend~'
v~ry grim.ChaIll~so,Jplayedby'Derek ...• ~':i'~: .'<. . ' .". . ..<t ...•..
Luke) is a}aring'¥~Pand:andJather~L,igh.!s),_~:Pc0~rfulasChamlJ,SSQ;4ek , feelthe emotion wh~~ewas crying
.foreman at acoarmine~ andcoacij of a'in:tense;,~otipnal,andhisac~~nt'vas '. orscieaming 6rhu~,bis ,children.
boys' soccer te~, lltitM,~e.g~ts~rown /'onth~ SP~~.~?portraye4Chaniusso so' .I really' hope this pe~Q~aI!ceop,?ns
into a desperatesear,dif()r,"terrorists". well'I'Pr.~ot~ure they could have cast doorsforLuke,aS:~~i~extreinely
whoblewuppart ortheml~e.ChamllSso, anyone~¢~rforthi~role.Chiffilusso capabk of playing r()l~likethis and ~
decides' that if he, an. innocent man, is wasjusta$outh African man trying to wish to see him'more in m-e future:
going to get. charged for nothing, it's keep himself~d his fainily alive, and The man that arre~rsChamussoin.
t~eto makejt something. .•. . .. . Luke· play~-itpel"feetly.Everything thefir~tplace,Nic Vos{fim Robbins)
Luke (Glory...Road; Friday Night was.justvery r~al about him, you cOuld is,.a Colonel in South Africa's Police
Security Branc~ Anti-Terrorist Unit
whois~f;lgtObringdown theAfrican
National Congress (groups of South
African freedom fighters . working
to. abolish Apartheid) and anybody
involved in it; Although I was nev:er
really:i big fan of Robbins' (besides
Shaw$~ank Redemption), I definitely
grew to, like his '. style in thislnovie.
He played:such a heartless character
andth~tunrelentingrseriousnesshe
ilas pJ;oyed to be, me perfectfit. H~
was cold,'· selfish, .and ~casionally
caring, when itqme to his family.
He portrayed 'the attitudes ofalmost
~erywhite man. living in'South Africa
at the time and heportrayec;l it petter'
.than. I' eVer· sU,spected. ]
The.most amazing thing to .me
about the situation during the. period
.9fa.-pariheid; is the amount of spi!"it
~So~thAfricans.had during•the whole
tim~~Accmcling tothe4oc~melltary
~aha1~!,.theyn~er stoppedsinging
and thqnever gave up hope. Catch a
Please See CATCH
Page 1Q·.
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Game Review
Splinter Cell: Double ~Ieftt
:;'~::tp':;',<,;:~:r~..:'"
By Paul Saneaux
Managing Editor
Since the release of Metal Gear Solid
for the Playstation One in 1998, stealth-
based action in video games has been a hot
button among garners. Many developers
have tried to imitate the successful formula
MGS presented so long ago with no luck,
and many others have tried to incorporate
stealth features in other games to no avail.
The only real competition arrived at the
party in 2002 with Tom Clancy's Splinter
Cell.
Only four years later, and four
installments later, Splinter Cell: Double
Agent made its debut as one of the stealth
action games around. A little run-down of
the story as of yet will help set the basis:
in the other three games of the series, the
player takes the role ofSam Fisher, an NSA
covert operative working for a division
called the Third Echelon. Basically, each
game has the player infiltrating terrorist
hide-outs to find information regarding
attacks they are planning. What really sets
Double Agent apart from the rest is that
this time around Sam Fisher volunteers
to infiltrate a terrorist organization, John
Brown's Army, that is actually hiding in
New York City.
Before I explain the actual gameplay,
I should discuss the new trust feature.
Since Fisher is essentially working for
two organizations, the good guys and
the bad.guys.theNSA and the JBA, the
player is forced to make decisions
that will gain or lose the trust of each
company. This is really the first game
that I have ever played that has made
me actually consider the consequences
of my decisions. It's only a game but
there were some decisions that almost
had me pacing the room, repeating
"Umm... what should I do?" For
example: once Fisher gains some trust
from the JBA, he as to prove himself to
the leader, Emile Dufraisne. The player
is put in a torture room with another
JBA member and is given a decision:
either kill an innocent hostage with
a bullet to the head or don't and risk
blowing Fisher's cover. While there are
ways to escape every situation with
trust relatively unscathed, finding out
how do to that is the challenge. Losing
all trust from either organization results
in game over. The ultimate question
is how far will the player go to gain
trust?
Now the gameplay: Double
Agent has not changed the Splinter
Cell franchise drastically in terms of
how Fisher is controlled, but that's not
bad at all. Fisher can still interact with
almost anything in his environment
with a press of the A button: he can
switch lights offto hide in the shadows,
grab enemies, interrogate, access panes
and computers, rappel walls, and cut
through glass and curtains. His arsenal
of moves is still available too: Fisher can
Platform: Xbox 360
Genre: Stealth action
Rated: Mature 17+
Release: Oct. 18
*Payment amounts.depending upon donation frequency & program
!\JABI
. ' SiQPHARMACEunCAlS
'iQQ;.l"~~.(%)~~~$ .
IlBBdmd.D()1JI1!
New donors earn $75* this week!
Qualified Specialty Plasma Donors
can earn Up\ to· $300* a month!
2301 N. University Dr, Suite #103
Pembroke Pines 954-987-6240
Must have valid ID along with proof of SS# and local residency.
Walk-ins welcome. No appointment necessary.
JJ,
Chamusso and his family unfold so
much easier. I was really pleased that
they even, used some of the town's
people as extras in the film.
The ending was great, even
giving the audience a glimpse into
thelife ofthe real Patrick Chamusso,
who is now· re-married, has three
more children, ind has built a house .
for we 80 other children he and his
~wife have taken in. The movie
was really a delight to watch and
although it was very sad at times, it
ended just like it started. Chamusso's
story, like the story of many South
African men and women, is amazing
and although they called him a'
terrorist, I think he's a hero.
Fireshows this sideofthemamazingly
well. You really feel for the characters
arid Want,Josingalongwith them
and dance withthem."The singing
helped make·' the movie even more
entertaining than it already was and
definitely added a bit. of emotion.
Instead of crying, they would sing,
they would sing until they got too
tired to sing anymore, and I think
that's an incredible thing.
I love- it when films about a
certa.,in place are shot on location,
and .Catch a Fire was. I don't think
the movie would haveheen as great
is it· didn't have South Africa in the
background. The scenery just made
everything. much .more believable,
aneL' helped the true story. of
CC I 'was ne.;:.i;fi~i:reCjlly·a big
fan 'of R.iibblns':;;'.'/but he
·\>.·.·i; :~·· ··.· · ··'< '., .piayed'$~Q;h~,il1,e9t'tless
Ch~~#~~~~~d~hat
un'relfi311ti/rig:"setiousness
he has proved' to be the
perfect fit.
,J
y-,;. .,;; ~
'''W~atdidyouthinkaboutthe mqst recent elections?"
Thanks to these local pizza vendors:
Angelo's, Aramark, Ciro's, Domino~s,
Peace;,..A..;Pizza, Pizza Loft, Rossines &
Tommy's for participating!
Thanks to everyone who came to Quad
Thursday and participated in the·Pizz·a
Taste Test Gompetition!
And the winner is ..-. Peace-A-Pizza!
Congratulations!
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Ashley.Johnson
Marine Biology
JuniOr
Brooklyn, NY'
Democratic allJhe w'ily!But,ldidn't
know the arguments of either party ,
so I felt; it wasn't my place 19vote.
Hank Feeney
Business Admin./CIS
,.Sophomore
Davie,FL
There was to() mucl1 mudslinging. I
didn't see a candidate wo.rth voting for. ,
Diedra·Been
Accounting.
I Sophomore
TUrks.& Caicos Islands
, It doesn't matter to me. I'm not a US
citizen so I didn't vote.
AT
Sports ft'al1agement
Freshman
Atlanta, GA
The People Have Spoken!
-..-:t
eJ.\
Radhi Muhillftll)ad'
AthteticTraining
Se..ior
Stephen~City, VA .
It doesn't matteriftheyare
Democratic or Republican, we as
a country should just try and fil;ld a
way to get along with every person,
race, gender, and country. '
, " .',
·I.aurin·.weElhenny
Edpcation
... SopliOPiore
··Egg·.Marb~,;NJ
rdidh'tpay too much attention to
the, election because 'I was out of
state and couldn't vote.
Matthew Mercil'
Business Admin•.
,.' '.' Freshm,a.. ,.
Stiltentsland, NY
lam not registered to vote in
the state ofFlorida .but alfthe
candidates seemed to be qualified,
Miranda Cooper ..
()ptometry School
2 nd year Grad
West Palin Beach, FL
No matter what I think, or which
party I want to win, I think we should
support our leaders. ,
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a personal best run. Chad Turnipseed
al~o ran a personal best, finishing with
a time of 37:45 and in 103rd place.
Finally, Christian Moore finished
in 118th place with a time of 39:43.
Photos courtesy NSU Sports Information
ABOVE: Bethany Brenkus finished in 24th
place in the South Region Championships with
a time of 23:58. She was also the top runner in
every race this season.
Left: Robert Maughan finishes 44th in the
South Region Championships. In the 10k race
he set a new school record 34:39.
in the top 50 (44th) in 34:39 for
the 10k, a new school record. Both
Robert and Brandon Petersen broke
the old school record. Junior Brandon
Peterson finished with a time of
35:53, also under the old record and
available. It turns out that we could
have done pretty well as a team," Coach
McCrea said. "A couple of teams that
we've beaten this year finished in the
top ten. In the longest race of the
season, 10k, Robert Maughan finished
By Alicia Winslett
Sports Editor
In Memphis, Tenn., on Nov. 5 the
NSU men's and women's cross country
teams competed in the 2006 NCAA
Division II Cross CountrY Regionals.
The race was hosted by Christian
Brothers University. On the day of the
race, the weather was ideal; sunshine,
low wind, and about 50 degrees
Fahrenheit, as the head Coach Bruce
McCrea described.
"The South Regional was our last
race of the season but we had kind of
mixed results," said McCrea. "Our
team goal for the season was to finish
in the top ten so that we could finish
the season in the regional rankings." In
this race, Harding Unive"rsity took top
honors in both the men's and women's
races as they placed five men and four
women in the top ten in their respective
races.
The women's team came in 11 th
place out of22 teams that ran in the OIl
South Regional. The women ran tough,
but unfortunately they just missed their
goal and finished 11 th by only 2 points
(2004-18th, 2005-12th). There were
22 finishing teams. Bethany Brenkus
finished up a stellar 2006 season, in
which she was the top runner in every
race. Sophomore Bridget Haley came in
59,h place with a time of25:14 in the 6k
race. Freshman Tara Haddock followed
behind and came in 69th with a time of
25:29, Stefi Cevallos came in 78th, and
Courtney_ Clearwaters finished in 80th
with a time of 25:57 amongst the 150
female runners in this race.
"We didn't field a complete men's
team since we only had four runners
Cross Country Team Competes in the
Last Race of the Season
Department of Athletics Announces the
Establishment of Athletics Hall of Fame
By Alicia Wmslett
Sports Editor %
Michael Mominey announced
on Nov. 1 the establishment of the
NSU Athletics Hall of Fame. This
hall of fame is designed to recognize
athletic alumni, former coaches,
friends of the athletic department and
program pioneers to be honored for
their outstanding athletic achievement
and contribution to the NSU Athletic
program.
The NSU athletic website
states that a Hall of Fame Selection
Committee, consisting of the
director of athletics, an NSU athletic
administrator, a faculty athletic
representative, four University
administrators, two varsity coaches
(one male, one female), a booster
club member, and three community
leaders has been formed. The FSC
will "oversee and guide the process
of inducting" its first Athletics Hall
of Fame class.
During Homecoming week,
January 25-28, 2007, the class
of 2007 will be announced. The
induction ceremony will take place
at a banquet in spring of2007.
}his year, the committee is
now- accepting nominations for the
inaugural class. The nominations
will take place through December
15.
To nominate someone,
students can click on the NSU
AtWetics Hall of Fame icon in the
upper left-hand corner of the NSU
Athletics homepage or visit http://
nsuathletics.nova.edu/halloffame_
nomination.cfm.
2001 NSU Athletics Hall of Fame Selection Committee:
Michael Mominey, Director of Athletics
Bob Prior, Assistant Athletic Director for Sports Information/Media
Relations
Mark Cavanaugh, Faculty Athletic Representative
Gary Tuell, Head Coach, Men's Basketball
C.A. Tolchinsky, Head Coach, Cheerleading
Dennis Dannacher, Director of Recruitment and Admissions, H.
Wayne Huizenga School of Business and Entrepreneurship
Tom Dieters, Executive Director of Development
Lynne Cawley, Director, Alumni Affairs, College of Osteopathic
Medicine .
Gay Holliday, Associate Dean of Student Affairs
Joe Pineda, Assistant Dean of External Affairs, H. Wayne Huizenga
School of Business and Entrepreneurship
Tony Segreto, NBC6 News Anchor
Nancy Olson, Executive Director, Florida Marlins Community
Foundation
Anthony Bruno, Owner, Anthony's Runway 84
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eWhen you travel, walk around the
train station, bus station, or airport
rather than sitting and waiting.
Download this and other easy-
to-read, science-based guides to
improving your health for free
at http://hp2010.nhlbihin.net/
yourguide or order them by calling
301-592-8573,240-629-3255.
e Do housework, gardening or yard
work at a more vigorous pace.
ePark a few blocks from the office
or store and walk the rest of the way.
If you take public transportation, get
offa stop or two early and walk a few
blocks.
eWhile working, take frequent
activity breaks. Get up and stretch!
Walk around. Give your muscles and
mind a change of pace.
e Instead of eating that extra
snack, take a brisk stroll around
the neighborhood or your office
building.
e Use the stairs instead ofthe elevator.
Start with one flight and gradually
build up to more.
Below are a few simple ways you
can incorporate physical activity
into your everyday life:
Physical inactivity is one of
several major heart disease risk
factors you can do something about.
A new NIH publication called Your
Guide to Physical Activity and
Your Heart has easy-to-understand
information on the power of
physical activity to keep you healthy.
Experts recommend that all adults
should be moderately active for at
least 30 minutes per day on most
days of the week. They recommend
at least 60 minutes per day to help
manage body weight and prevent
unhealthy weight gain. Children
and adolescents also need to be
active for at least 60 minutes per
day. So pry the kids off the couch
and help yourself stay fit by doing
enjoyable activities together!
healthy and helps to protect against
infections.
Excellent fruit and vegetable sources:
sweet potatoes, pumpkin, carrots,
spinach, turnip greens, mustard
greens, kale, collard greens, winter
squash, cantaloupe, red peppers and
Chinese cabbage.
Vitamin C
Vitamin C helps heal cutS and
wounds and keeps teeth and gums
healthy.
Excellent fruit and vegetable
sources: red and green peppers, kiwi,
strawberries, sweet potatoes, kale,
cantaloupe, broccoli, pineapple,
Brussels sprouts, oranges, mangoes,
tomato juice and cauliflower.
Vitamin A
Vitamin A keeps eyes and skin
Potassium
Diets rich in potassium may help to
maintain a healthy blood pressure.
Good fruit and vegetable sources:
Sweet potatoes, tomato paste, tomato
puree, beet greens, white potatoes,
white beans, lima beans, cooked
greens, carrot juice and prune juice.
Fiber
Diets rich in dietary fiber have been
shown to have a number ofbeneficial
effects, including decreased risk of
coronary heart disease.
Excellent fruit and vegetable sources:
Navy beans, kidney beans, black
beans, pinto beans, chickpeas, black
eyed peas, lentils and artichokes.
Folate
Healthful diets with adequate folate
may reduce a woman's risk of having
a child with a brain or spinal cord
defect.
Excellent fruit and vegetable sources:
Black eyed peas, cooked spinach,
great northern beans and asparagus.
By Alida Winslett
Sports Editor
Fruits and vegetables are great
sources of many vitamins, minerals
and other natural substances that
may help protect you from chronic
diseases. Some ofthese nutrients may
also be found in other healthy foods.
Eating a balanced diet and making
other lifestyle changes are key to
defending your body's good health.
Healthy Eating Along
with a Healthy Heart
Tips for Good Food Choi~es
and Physical Activity
SPINdig: A Big Success at .University Center
ByAlida Winslett
Sports Editor
On Nov. 8, the University
Center RexPlex held their first ever
SPINdig. During weeks before the
SPINdig, groups signed up to be a part
of a 25-minute ride with one of the
spinning instructors at the University
Center. Usually, the spinning classes
are held on the first floor in one of the
designated rooms, but the SPINdig
was held on the second floor on the
basketball courts.
"The SPINdigwas a great success. We
had a full ride for all four rides,"
said Elise Milnes, Assistant Director
for Marketing and Membership. "We
also had a few standby riders and
were able to create some buzz." When
everyone got on their bikes, there was
a OJ there to put on the best music
for a great ride.
The SPINdig started at 5:30
p.m. and lasted until 7 p.m. For each
of the four rides, a different spinning
instr'!qor stepped up and led the class.
Wli~n the spinning classes are taught
/'
during the week, they are hour-long
classes, and the SPINdig was really
created to give people a taste of what
spinning is really about. For many
participants this was their first time
spinning and it many enjoyed the
activity. Each of the instructors were'
very verbal with their group, making
everyone laugh and feel relaxed.
After each of the riding
sessions, America Minc, Assistant
Director for Fitness and Wellness
raffled off prizes such as spinning
visors, t-shirts, spinning water
bottles, hats, and towels. Food
and drinks were also provided
for each participant after the rides.
The spinning program hoped to
draw attention and get people to
incorporate spinning in their fitness
routine.
Karla Ortiz is spiking the ball to
the defenders. Photo courtesy
NSU Sports Information
incredibly key players, right-
side Karla Ortiz, setter Megan
Johansen and libero Itza
Miranda. The Sharks worked
hard and as a result, were able
to say goodbye to their beloved
graduating seniors on a prideful
note. Finishing with a total of 11
wins and in eighth place for the
Sunshine State Conference, NSU
closed the 2006 fall season with
more wins than the previous two
volleyball seasons combined.
''I'm impressed with the
crowds we drew this year," states
sophomore Andrea Irarrazaba.
''I'm glad to hear we were fun
and entertaining to watch."
By Nelly Mesa
StaffWriter
The NSU volleyball team (l1-
20, 3-13 SSe) took on SSC rivals,
Barry University, on the Sharks'
home court in the University Center
for Senior Night to complete thejr
2006 season.
After upsetting the SSe's
number five placed Buccaneers in
the first two game of the match,
both with ending scores of 30-26,
the Sharks fell in the following two
games, allowing the Bucs to push a
fifth game. Unfortunately for the
Sharks, they were not able to prevail
over Barry University, as they fell in
the riveting fifth game with a score of
15-13.
NSU will graduate three
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NSU Volleyball Team Closes
Season With Loss To Barry, and
Says Goodbye to 3 Seniors
Tampa
Eckerd
2006 sse Women's Soccer
GA Nova Southeastern Overall I.ndividual Statistics (as of Nov 5, 2006)
All games
Overall: 11-4-2 Conf: 4-2-2 Home: 9-0';1 Away: 2-3-1 Neut: 0-1-0
PK-ATI
i
21 13 >113 Bethany Brenkus- 23:58
Barry 8
Robert Maughan-34:39
8 .500 15 13 .536 Brandon Petersen - 35:53 Bridget Haley- 25:14
Lynn 8 8 .500 15 13 .536 Chad Turnipseed - 37:45 Tara Haddock - 25:29
Rollins 7 9 .438 19 13
Christian Moore - 39:43 Stefl Cevallos - 25:43
.594 Courtney Clearwaters - 25:57
Nova Southeastern 3 13 .188 11 20 .355 Jaymie Brooks - 26:59
Flonda Tech 0 16 .000 2 30 065
Chelsea Gilbert - 27:31
Sincerely,
it would be quite pricey and would
definitely hand NSU a nice big price
tag to worry about. But the laptops
don't necessarily have to be replaced.
Since age is only one of two factors in
the "reliable" outlook of our problem.
The other? The laptops low battery
duration. Maybe these computers
could last a bit longer before being
replaced. How? Charging the battery
might help.
My friends, group-mates, and
classmates have, on multiple occasions,
checked out three laptops before
getting a functional one. The techies
tell you that they are charged and give
you a time limit of approximately two
hours before the laptops go dormant.
Then why do the Dells only last a
maximum of five minutes before
going into "hibernate"? If they aren't
charged, don't hand them out, dear
computer gurus! Why not just hand
a few plugs? If anything, it'll keep the
laptops charged or will charge them
for you. Not to mention this solution
is a bit less costly than buying new sets
of Dells, don't you agree?
spend on shirts in whatever way they see
fit, as long as the total does not exceed
$100. The club's bill asked for $200 for
40 shirts. The problem was that Pre-
Pharm was also contributing $200 in
membership dues. Huh? Lalwani then
said "[the SGA] is not a bank account;
if they have the money, why are we
giving it to them?" Good question. The
bill was written incorrectly and needed
to be amended. The bill was apparently
asking for $100 for shirts that other
members may buy. Then again, I was
.eonfused most of the time, so I may
have misheard the whole issue. Mitrani
said that the bill was written wrong, so
the bill technically could not be passed.
Commuter Tinsley then made a good
point: "if 40 members have agreed to
pay for their shirts, it makes no sense that
we pay for the other ones." Nevertheless,
the amount of shirts was amended and
the bill passed unanimously. I don't
understand exactly what happened, and
I really don't care, but the point is that
clubs are still not writing clear bills that
make sense.
So, technically if clubs and
organizationswrote clear bills, confusion
could be averted. Technically speaking.
smell of attic; accurate and reliable.
Let's look at that word... reliable.
Reliable: adjective. Suitable or fit
to be relied on. Thank you Merriam-
Webster.
So, according to our dictionary
friend here, reliability essentially
relates back to trustworthiness, and
dependability. Isn't this a word we
should be able to associate with
technology? Say, the main library's
laptops? Maybe? Just a little? Okay,
maybe not. It wouldn't be so bad if it
were some version of wine (aka 'better
with age') but unfortunately it isn't.
Actually, I wouldn't even care if the
laptops pulled a The Awakening on me;
so what if the computers smelled funny
and turned yellow? Who cares as long
as the Dell wouldn't die the second
you pressed the power button. Or even
worse-halfway through your unsaved
research paper.
Okay. So let's look at the problem
and check for solutions. Let's be
mature about this. It's not only age
that negatively impacts the effective
nature of computers. If wanting to
replace the laptops was the decision,
votes remotely. Don't kill me if! get this
wrong, but I think the consensus was
that voting by proxy "exists in theory"
but is really an absentee vote. I'm still
confused about it.
Treasurer Alex Mitrani updated
the financial status of the SGA with his
report: as of the beginning of the last
meeting, $33,580.58 was allocated (not
includingwhat was allocated soon after).
He also mentioned that the sweep date
for clubs and organizations is Dec. 15.
The sweep date is when a big monster
ravages the clubs and organizations
accounts and kidnaps all unspent
monies and hands it back to the SGA.
So, if your club has extra money lying
around (which I highly doubt, because
most clubs are broke poor), find a way to
spend it or it will be re-assimilated into
the SGA. Mitrani's last piece of news
is that the SGA will soon be writing
a bill to allocate $3,500 to Student
Engagement for Sharkapalooza. That
money will cover shirts, cotton candy
and other machines, and the scaffolding
that made the clubs' booths. Finally,
that issue is close to being resolved.
Now, the near mandatory moment
of mass confusion. That happened
over the Pre-Pharm bill for t-shirts.
The guidelines for t-shirt bills is as
follows ... I think: the SGA funds $100
for 20 shirts at $5a piece. However, the
guideline has also been interpreted to
mean that a club can receive $100 to
ByJany Cabezas
StaffWriter
It seems that the "checked-out"
Dell Laptops in the Alvin Sherm'an
Library are a procrastinator's worst
nightmare. Not to say that any of
us angelically timely NSU students
would be procrastinators...ahem,
that's not really the point of
discussion here. The intended point
is the key word I want to emphasize:
nightmare.
It's one thing to have the
decaying dinosaur next to the
medicinal garden to represent the
"Mesozoic Era." It's a complete
different note to have decaying
computer corpses to represent this
t,ime period in the library. Okay,
""fine. So maybe 'prehistoric' laptops
shouldn't be such a problem, right?
. I mean, recently I checked out The
Awakening for class at the Sherman
library and the pages were yellow
with age (published in 1970, yay!).
Yet the content in this relatively old
book was still authentic and useful.
Kate Chopin's novel was still usable
despite the publishing date and fetid
Dinosaurs at the Alvin Sherman Library
By Paul Saneaux
Managing Editor
A Fly on the Wall:
So, Technically...
So... the end of the SGA's season
is soon coming to a close with their
last day of business approaching on
Dec. 6. Quite a bit has happened
so far in terms of what the SGA has
accomplished, is planning, and has yet
finish or complete. The oncoming end
of business days most likely explains.
why business is so slow, but it also
foreshadows an onrush of legislation
not too long from now.
While the last meeting was
relatively slow in terms of the amount
oflegislation handled, a few important
issue of note were mentioned and
discussed. Oh, and of course the usual
(and sometimes unavoidable period of
mass confusion) took place over what
should have been a simple bill.
The first issue discussed was one
that was brought up a week prior:
whether or not senators can vote
by proxy. vpJ Laxmi Lalwani said
that voting by' proxy is "technically
available" as long as the absent senator
receives the legislation in question 24
hours in -{dvance of the meeting. By
saying "technically available," Lalwani
apparently confused some people in
the room. Advisor Gary Gershman
asked ifLalwani meant voting by proxy ~
or absentee vote, which are different.
Voting by proxy is when, as Gershman
explained, another senator votes for
the absent senator and voting absentee
is, well... just what it means: a senaror
I live at a reasonably large
intersection, and about once a
week, I see a man standing on the
median on one side holding a sign
that says "Stuck please help."
The first time I saw him there,
a semi truck with its hazard lights
on was stopped next to the opposite
median. Since I didn't have any cash
on me and certainly know nothing
ofsemi trucks (and also doubted my
sympathy would prove particularly
useful), I didn't stop.
But about a week later, there
he was again. This time, there was
no such stopped truck (which may
have been just a convenient prop
that first day), and that the one
from the week before was probably
not his at all. I wondered where he
was stuck, and what, if anything,
was actually stuck.
Now, after seeing him there
several times, I have begun to doubt
the sincerity of that little cardboard
sign. Then again, that's happened
before.
A professor (sorry, whoever it
was: I don't remember) once pointed
out in class that while Americans
can be very generous, they like
to be generous in an organized
fashion. People will happily give to
an established charity, but will often
shy away from giving money to a
homeless person they meet on the
street. In some other cultures, they
may have few organized charities,
but people are happy to give to the
needy when they run across the
opportunity.
I've noticed this, even with my
limited travels, and I wonder why.
Why do we insist on things being
so organized and institutionalized
when it comes to giving?
Is it the tax credit? Unlikely.
Unless the person is donating
thousands. Do we think it works
better? Probably not; charities have
overhead costs, after all. Distrust of
the cardboard signs? Maybe.
Or maybe with everything in
our culture made so fluffY and clean
for us, we don't want to associate
with anything, however briefly,
with anything that may remind us
that things could be different.
I don't know what it is, but
it's certainly something to think
about.
Dear NSU Community,
I~ 1!tU'7IOfJ4e JI,--~
t;,
Aaron Syverson
NSU Campus Sales
954-980-7272
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Sitters Wanted.
$10 or more per hour.
Register free for babysitting,
housesitting and petsitting
jobs near campus or home.
www.student-sitters.com.
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The Eye Institute
NSU College of Optometry
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· Eye Examinations
· Contact Lenses
· Emergency Eye Care
· Large Selection ofDesigner
Frames
· Prescription Sunglasses
· Protective Sports Eyewear
Davie
ZitIHealth Care Center
3200 S.. University Drive .
(954) 262-4200
Ft. Lauderdale
NBHD Specialty Care
1111 W.. Broward Blvd..
(954) 525-1351
North Miami·Beach
NSU Health Care Center
1750N..E. 167th Street
(954) 262-4200
Student Discount
25% OFF
All Frames and Lenses
10% oFF
AllContact Lenses
(Must present valid Student LD. Card)
Not Valid with other diseounts or Value.Line
20% OFF
Prescrjption
Lenses·& Frame
Purchase
(Value Line Excluded)
Wlth this coupon
Offer Expires 12130106
20% OFF
ALL
Designer
Sunglasses
Wdh this coupon
OOer Expires 12130/06
